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Lyme

LYME
I have been helping a bed-ridden 44-year-old woman with Lyme disease who
has been in bed for the last 7 years. They have had her on long term antibiotics
for 8 months now without improvement. Her mom put her on TF Plus (9 per
day) two weeks ago and she told her mom today that she is feeling better
already! I also heard from a friend of mine regarding her father. He has a rare
form of leukemia and is too old for chemo. In February, they told her to take
him home and keep him comfortable. They gave him 2-3 months to live. My
friend called me and we started him on 12 TF Plus and a few other things. He
is doing so well now that the blood blisters on his arms are clearing up and he
is out and about. The doctors have finally started asking him what he is doing.
He is telling everyone!
Kristie Barringer. 

LYME
I have had Lyme Disease for sometime now. A friend recommended taking
enhanced transfer factors. I was very skeptical about taking it because I have
taken so many different types of pills, it just seemed useless. After noticing a
decrease in stamina over a period of time, I decided to give enhanced transfer
factors a try. I am absolutely convinced and believe that enhanced transfer
factor helps my body repair on a daily basis.
Karen.

LYME
Lyme Disease is a serious problem in the United States. Unfortunately it is
difficult to diagnose after the initial stage of infection. I have observed that
those patients who do well with treatment for Lyme (which can be very difficult
to treat after the initial stage), do well if their immune systems are functioning
optimally. Factors which promote good immune function include: proper diet,
exercise, stress control, spiritual health, and immune enhancers. The best
immune enhancer that I know of is transfer factors. I would start slowly and
build up the dose slowly.
Ken Singleton, MD.
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